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Water Storage
 Have already discussed how water availability breaks

down…
 Less than 1% of total freshwater is available for easy

pulling from lakes and rivers
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Water Storage
 Different parts of the world have different water

availability, with water levels changing based on…
 Season of the year
 Hydrologic cycle
 Human manipulation
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 http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embe

dded&v=oaDkph9yQBs
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Human Manipulation

Agriculture

 Humans use more water than any other species

 Accounts for nearly 70% of total world water use

 Often contaminate or pollute our water in the process

 Primarily for irrigation
 Irrigation systems rocketed in popularity in the 1970s
 Make water available for places with insufficient
hydrologic cycles for productive agriculture
 Increases amount of food available
 Livestock also require huge

of using it
 Sometimes move water disrupting local hydrologic
cycles (remember Blue Gold!)

amounts of water
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Irrigation
 Trough or surface irrigation digs channels, much of

which washes away--wasteful
 Overhead irrigation (sprinklers, center-pivot, lateral

move irrigation, etc.) can be wasteful in extremely hot
climates
 Drip irrigation delivers water directly
to plant bases (most sustainable but
often very expensive)
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Other issues with irrigation
 Depletion of aquifers and groundwater supplies
 Ground subsidence (sinking, sometimes severely as in

sinkholes)
 Salinization of soils
 All H2O has dissolved salts
 As plants are irrigated, H2O is
taken up but salts stay behind
 Salts build up and inhibit water
uptake by plants
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Groundwater Contamination
 Agriculture is a major source of groundwater

contamination through leaching chemicals
 Leaching: when chemicals or inorganics seep into the

soil with applied or naturally fallen rainfall
 Fertilizers and pesticides biggest issue
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Nitrate Contamination Risk
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Industrial Uses of Water
 Most manufacturing and processing of materials takes

H2O input
 Used as a material input, coolant, solvent, transporter,

cleaning agent, and energy source
 About 22% of our total world water use goes to

industry
 Some MEDCs use up to 59% of

their water for industry
 LEDCs use less than 8% on average
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Industrial Concerns

Domestic Uses of Water

 Pollution the biggest—both through leaching and

 Far less than other two main uses, but significant as it’s

direct dumping
 Most LEDCs dump pollution directly into freshwater
supplies—some countries up to 70% of pollutants
produced
 LEDC governments rarely regulate
or control how much water
industrial groups pull

what we rely on daily and what we can most
immediately change
 About half of our domestic water
use is in the bathroom
 Conservation can greatly
decrease water consumption
 Domestic consumption
increases with improved lifestyle
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US Water
Use: Avg
-50% BR
-35% lawn
-Comparatively
very little for
cooking
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Domestic Use Concerns
 Consumption has increased at double the rate of

population in the past 20 years
 Issue is that most parts of the world don’t have water

scarcity yet, so waste is frequent
 Consumption is not

uniform, with MEDCs
using way more than
their per capita needs
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“Virtual Water”
 Many measurements are in direct uses of water… when

we account the water that goes into our goods
production our water use is MUCH higher
 1 cup of coffee = 132L of H2O
 1 hamburger = ~1,700L of H2O

 Has a greater impact on LED than MED nations: MED

nations can import water intensive goods, effectively
removing water from LED watersheds
 Measuring water deficits give us a better idea of how
water availability might change in the future…
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Water Scarcity
 A growing problem—1 in 9 people do not have access

to clean water close to home
 Two kinds of scarcity: physical and socio-economic
 Just under two thirds of the world’s population – 4

billion – live in areas of physical water scarcity, where
for at least part of the year demand exceeds supply.
 The number of people living in physically water-scarce

areas is predicted to rise to 5 billion by 2050

 These numbers exceeded estimates of how serious

water scarcity would become…
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Human Use Manipulates Availability
 As we pull water, we deplete resources, but also alter

other aspects of the hydrosphere
 Though river floods are natural, human manipulation

can make them devastating
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Human caused floods: Urbanization

Human caused floods: Deforestation

 Paving and construction ultimately prevent

 Tree roots hold soil and help water infiltration

percolation
 Water flows to lowest point (usually the river)
 River floods and can destroy cities
 Dams and levees can help prevent this

 No trees cause extra erosion, mass movements, and
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floods
 Water runs-off to rivers before it can infiltrate, and

thus causes floods
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Human caused floods: Agriculture
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 Remember soils unit: small, agricultural plants reduce

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gRwAMjeTgYQ

infiltration and increase erosion compared to native
plants
 Farms can be flooded and
destroyed, so rivers are
blocked or leveed
 In turn, this decreases soil
richness because no more silting

 http://ees.as.uky.edu/sites/default/files/elearning/mo

dule12swf.swf
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